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Exeter-West Greenwich Regional School District 

RFP 18-19-21

VENDOR QUESTION ANSWER INITIAL

Weidenhammer
1. What application functionality do you need with 

Chromebooks? Please list all.

Department Heads and Administrators with Chromebooks need access to 

Budget Building, Budget Balances, Requisitioning, Purchasing Approvals, Time 

and Attendance approvals, and all related reporting, dashboards, etc.. 

Acceptable methods of implemention would include Web based access, Remote 

Desktop Services to run a Windows Client from a terminal or applications server, 

or an Android App that is available for Chromebook devices. Other end users 

that have Chromebooks would need access to the employee portal and timecard 

and attendance solution interface.

JT

Weidenhammer
2. Is hosting an option or is on-site premise installation 

your preferred solution?

On Premise would be our preferred solution. A hosted option would require full 

database acccess for our data in addition to a well formulated justification from 

the vendor as to why a hosted solution is preferable to utilizing on premise 

infrastructure we already have in place from a cost/benefit standpoint.

JT

Weidenhammer 3. How many employees need time sheets? There are 64 hourly employees that require time sheets BR

Weidenhammer

4. Do you need physical time clocks with badge or 

biometric technology? If so, how many clocks would you 

need

The district will entertain options. Options might include apps with geofencing, 

web or app based manual entry that must have an approval process, biometric 

scan time clock devices, or utilization our existing proximity access cards for time 

tracking. At least 7 devices or readers would be required with the potential to 

add more in the future, and the ability for employees to manually enter time 

with an approval process would be preferable to employees needing to ask an 

administrator to manually enter time for them in the event that a time event is 

not logged.

JT

Tyler

5. With regard to the following requirement, Integration 

with the General Ledger component and RIDE eGrants 

Grant Management, can we get confirmation of the 

desired integration points?

At this time the requirement  of  2.8 PROJECT/GRANT ACCOUNTING, item a. 

Integration with the General Ledger component and RIDE eGrants Grant 

Management System;

is being held in abeyance for the forseeable future.

BR

Tyler
6. Would the district like the pricing to be submitted 

under separate cover?

Use Appendix A page 1.  If a vendor has an alternate pricing proposal they can 

make copies of Appendix A page 1 and submit the alternate pricing proposal
BR
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